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Abstract: Zinc Ferrite nanoparticles are synthesised by solution combustion method with urea as fuel. The 

prepared ferrite nanoparticles are added to the Polyaniline polymer during chemical oxidative 

polymerization to get Polyaniline-Zinc ferrite nanocomposites in different weight ratios(10%, 30% and 

50%).XRD confirms the formation of the nanocomposite as the XRD spectrum of the composite has 

Characteristic sharp peaks of zinc ferrite and the characteristic broad peak of Polyaniline. From the UV-

Vis absorption data, the optical direct band gap is estimated with the help of Tauc plot and the obtained 

optical band gaps are found to decrease as the content of Zinc ferrite inpolyaniline composites increases. 

DC conductivity increases as the percentage of zinc ferrite increases in the polyaniline matrix. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Polymers are a class of materials which are widely studied. Polymers can be embedded with different inorganic or 

organic materials to get polymer nanocomposites which have their own properties. Polymers embedded with 

nanoparticles can lead to enhancement of various properties in the composites. Among polymers there are few 

conducting polymers like Polyaniline, Polythiophene, Poly-pyrrole which have good electrical conductivity [1-3]. 

Polyaniline is a conducting polymer with very good electrical conductivity with unique properties such as good 

electrical and optical properties, good chemical stability, easily synthesisable, low cost of synthesis etc. The electrical 

properties of polyaniline can be altered by oxidation levels and also the other factors likethe ratio of oxidant to that of 

monomer, the nature of dopantand also the temperature kept during its synthesis.[4]Polyaniline in different composites 

have important applications like in batteries[5], photovoltaic cells[6], sensors[7], LED [8]corrosion devices, fuel 

cells[9] to name a few.The composites are developed to have many desired properties and materials in one compound. 

Among the composites of polyaniline, the composites of polyaniline with magnetic ferrite particles are emerging as 

ferrite particles have magnetic properties. Polyaniline- ferrite composites have mainly applications like electromagnetic 

shielding [10], microwave absorption [11] etc which are need of the day in the present electronic world. Ferrite studied 

in the present work is zinc ferrite which has spinel structure. Zinc ferrite is widely studied among ferrites and has 

applications such as temperature sensor[12], biomedical applications[13],environmental remediation etc.The 

nanoparticles of zinc ferrite are synthesised by solution combustion method (SCM). SCM is an one step efficient 

method of synthesis of ferrites. The nanoparticles of zinc ferrite are embedded into the polyaniline matrix during the 

polymerization of aniline by chemical oxidative method in different weight ratio (10%, 30% and 50%). The DC 

electrical conductivity and optical properties are studied. 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

A. Method of Synthesis of Zinc ferrite Nanoparticles. 

Zinc ferrite nanoparticles were prepared by one step method of low temperature Solution combustion method. Zinc 

Nitrate Hexahydrate (Zn(N03)2.6H20) and Ferric Nitrate Nonahydrate (Fe(N03)2.9H20) are taken in stoichiometric ratio 

in 100 ml deionised water and to it fuel urea is added and stirred with a magnetic stirrer to get clear solution. The clear 

solution is then placed in silica crucible and heated in Muffle furnace at 500 0 C to get porous and voluminous powder. 

The obtained sample is then calcined.[14] 
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B. Synthesis of Nanocomposites of Polyaniline Zinc Ferrite 

The schematic diagram of synthesis method is shown in fig.1.The Aniline monomer is added to HCl in a beaker and 

stirred to get aniline hydrocholoride. Ammonium persulphate (Oxidiser) is added drop by drop continuously to the 

aniline hydrochloride solution till the colour of the solution changes from brownish to dark green. The beaker is kept in 

ice bath maintained at 0-50 C. The solution is stirred continuously and kept for polymerization. Whatman filter paper is 

used to filter the solution and the resulting precipitate obtained was washed with distilled water and acetone multiple 

times to remove any impurities. The precipitate was dried in air and then dried in hot air oven at 600 C. Polyaniline as 

final product was obtained. The prepared Nano-ferrite powder is added during thepolymerization of Polyaniline by 

above mentioned method in different weight percentages to get Nanocomposites of Polyaniline Zinc ferrite as reported 

in our earlier work [14] 

 
Fig.1 Schematic method for synthesis of Polyaniline-zinc ferrite composites 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. XRD Analysis 

 
Fig.2 XRD Spectrum of Polyaniline 
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Fig.3 XRD spectrum of Polyaniline-Zinc ferrite 50% composite 

The powder of the samples are subjected to powdered XRD analysis in the 2θ range of 10 to 800 to study the nature of 

the samples. XRD spectrum of Polyaniline has broad diffuse peak at 2θangle of 23.150indicating the amorphous nature 

of Polyaniline as shown in fig.2[15].Fig.3 is the XRD spectrum of the composite of Polyaniline- zinc ferrite 50% and it 

showsthe broad peak of Polyaniline and sharp peaks of that of zinc ferrite and thus confirms the formation of the 

composite. Zinc ferrite hassharp intense peaks at 2θ angles of 350, 430, 530, 570, 620 which correspondingly could be 

indexed to (hkl) planes of (311), (400), (331), (422), and (511)[16] 

 

B. DC conductivity 

 
Fig. 4Variation of DC conductivity of samples as a function of temeprature 

The powdered samples were made into pellets using hydraulic press and DC conductivity measured with Keithley 6514 

electrometer in the temperature range of 40 0 C to 180 0 C. The DC conductivity was measured for Polyaniline and all 

polyaniline-zinc nanoferrite composites (wt% of 10%, 30% and 50%) and is shown in the fig. 4. In all the samples we 

see the DC conductivity increasing as function of temperature, signifying the semiconductor nature of the samples [17]. 

Conduction occurs due to the hopping of charge carriers and the efficiency of charge transfer between the ferrite 

particles and polymer chain increases with increases of temperature.The highest DC conductivity is seen at 50wt % 

with a value of 0.325 S/cm. 
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C. Activation Energy 

The activation energy is measured for all the polyaniline-zinc ferrite composites. Activation energy for dc conductivity 

is calculated with Arrhenius equation given below[18] 

��� = �� exp �
−��
2���

� 

Where σ0 is the pre-exponential factor and Eais the activation energy,KB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute 

temperature. The activation energy is calculated by taking the slope of linear fitted Arrhenius plot of Log(σdc) vs 

1000/T as plotted in fig. 5 and these take values of 0.37eV, 0.36 eV and 0.35 eV for 50%, 30% and 10% 

composites.The activation energy is highest in Polyaniline-Zinc ferrite 50%. 

 
Fig 5.Arrhenius plot Ln(σdc) vs 1000/T for Polyaniline Zinc ferrite composites 

 

D. Optical Bandgap 

Optical properties of the samples are studied with UV-visible absorption spectrometer in the wavelength range of 200-

800 nm at room temperature. The powdered samples are dissolved in the solvent and placed in cuvette for UV-Visible 

spectrometer analysis.From the absorption data the optical band gap values are calculated by extrapolating the x -axis 

on a graph of (αhν)2vs hv(Tauc plot). Where α is the absorption coefficient, h is Planck’s constant and v is the 

frequency.The direct optical band evaluated from Tauc plot seen in fig.6 and these take values of 2.79 eV, 2.68 eV and 

2.55 eV. The direct band gap decreases with increase of Zinc ferrite content in Polyaniline matrix which is due to the 

electronic structure change with the creation of new levels as the defects increase as polyaniline matrix gets doped with 

ferrite.  
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Fig.6 Tauc plot of Polyaniline-Zinc ferrite composites 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Zinc ferrite is prepared by solution combustion method using urea as fuel. Polyaniline-Zinc ferrite composites are 

prepared by insitu chemical oxidative polymerization. XRD spectrum of polyaniline confirms its amorphous structure 

and the XRD spectrum of Polyaniline-zinc ferrite 50%confirmed the formation of the compositeas it has sharp peaks of 

zinc ferrite along with peak of polyaniline. DC conductivity of the composites increased in the composites and is seen 

highest in Polyaniline-Zinc ferrite 50%. From the UV-Vis data using Taucplot Optical band gap for the composites are 

evaluated and it is found to decreases in the composites as percentage of zinc ferrite content increases 
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